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a b s t r a c t
In this paper the discrete and dynamic berth allocation problem is formulated as a multiobjective combinatorial optimization problem where vessel service is differentiated upon
based on priority agreements. A genetic algorithms based heuristic is developed to solve
the resulting problem. A number of numerical experiments showed that the heuristic performed well in solving large, real life instances. The heuristic provided a complete set of
solutions that enable terminal operators to evaluate various berth scheduling policies
and select the schedule that improves operations and customer satisfaction. The proposed
algorithm outperformed a state of the art metaheuristic and provided improved results
when compared to the weighted approach.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Fierce terminal competition and the need to maximize resource utilization have led marine terminal operators to the
development and application of a rich variety of berth scheduling policies (BSPs). Determining the best berth schedule depends on several factors including the type and function of the port (dedicated or private terminal, transshipment hub, etc.),
size of the port, location, nearby competition, and type of contractual agreement between the terminal and the carriers
(Theofanis et al., in press). The competitiveness of a container terminal depends on various factors, including the time in port
for vessels (turnaround time) combined with low rates for loading and discharging. In container terminal operations, the
objectives when deﬁning optimal berth schedules include reducing vessel turnaround time and increasing port throughput,
revenue, competitiveness and customer satisfaction. These multiple objectives are often non-commensurable and gaining an
improvement on one objective often causes degrading performance on the others. Nevertheless, the need to simultaneously
consider these objectives and ﬁnd the schedule that optimizes the overall berth operations gives rise to the multi-objective
nature of the problem. A multi-objective formulation similar to the one presented in this paper enables terminal operators to
determine whether and when priority services may be given and to which customers, so that the overall service time is minimized while customer satisfaction is maximized.
Research on berth allocation has recognized the multi-objective nature of the problem (Imai et al., 2003, 2007b; Steenken
et al., 2004; Hansen et al., 2008; Theofanis et al., in press). However, formulations presented to date are limited to combining
the multiple objectives into a single scalar value (Imai et al., 2003; Hansen et al., 2008), or restricting optimization to one of
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the objectives (a large portion of the literature focuses on the minimization of the vessels’ total handling and waiting time).
The former approach consists of using a weighted aggregate function according to preferences set by decision-makers, and
its complexity and accuracy lies in the proper selection of the weights used to depict the decision-maker preferences. In
practice, it can be very difﬁcult to precisely and accurately select these weights, even for someone familiar with the problem
domain (Coello Coello, 2000; Konak et al., 2006). In the berth allocation problem (BAP) selecting the appropriate weights for
each vessel/customer to satisfy contractual agreements between the port operator and the liner shipping company may be a
very cumbersome or even an impossible task.
From the computational complexity theory, berth allocation (as with most scheduling problems) is known to be NP-hard
or NP-complete depending on the formulation, objective function and constraint type (Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982;
Pinedo, 2002; Imai et al., 2003, 2005). In addition, modeling different BSPs results in a number of different BAP formulations
with different constraints some hard and other soft. Hard constraints must not be violated (for example each vessel must be
served once and each berth can service one vessel at a time) while soft constraints, (for example contract service time window for preferential customer’s vessels) can be relaxed resulting in a schedule under which the terminal operator pays a
delay penalty to the preferential customer. Satisfying both types of constraints is a difﬁcult problem itself. When different
constraints cannot be satisﬁed simultaneously, the problem is often deemed to admit no solution. On the other hand if constraints are relaxed, the problem solution is inferior (a vessel’s service time may exceed the desirable service time). A multiobjective formulation offers the advantage of treating these constraints as objectives, and can consistently outperform the
single objective approach without a signiﬁcant sacriﬁce in terms of performance (Coello Coello, 2000). This observation could
prove to be very valuable in complex berth allocation problems where a number of the constraints that limit the feasible
region of the problem can be viewed as objectives.
In this paper we formulate the BAP as a multi-objective mixed integer optimization problem. Special attention is given to
different groups of vessels by the use of different objective functions. As pointed out by Imai et al. (2003), vessels with a large
container handling volume typically request higher priority over small vessels, leading to a decrease in berth productivity
(high total service time for all the vessels at a given planning horizon). On the other hand, if vessels with small container
handling volume are given priority then large vessels are forced to wait, leading to dissatisfaction of the large vessels.
The multi-objective formulation presented in this paper overcomes the drawbacks of using weights to represent vessel
priorities. The proposed approach provides the port operator with a variety of different berth schedules ranging from the
schedule with the best overall berth performance (in terms of the total service time of all the vessels) to schedules with
the minimum dissatisfaction for different groups of vessels (in terms of the total service time of each group). To our knowledge this is the ﬁrst time that this BSP has been formulated and solved as a multi-objective optimization problem. A genetic
algorithms (GAs) based heuristic with custom genetic operations and ﬁtness/selection technique is also presented to solve
the resulting problem. A number of numerical experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic and critically discuss the beneﬁts of the proposed approach. Results from the computational experiments show that the
proposed formulation outperforms the weighted approach while the proposed resolution algorithm outperforms a state of
the art multi-objective heuristic (NSGA-II by Deb et al., 2002).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a brief literature review on the BAP and a brief
description of the general problem. The model formulation is presented in Section 3, while Section 4 describes the solution
approach. The Section 5 presents a number of experimental results and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Problem description and literature review
The BAP can be simply described as the problem of allocating berth space to vessels in a container terminal.
Among all the models found in the literature three are the most critical assumptions: (a) discrete vs. continuous berthing space, (b) static vs. dynamic vessel arrivals, and (c) static vs. dynamic handling time. In the discrete problem
the quay is viewed as a ﬁnite set of berths (see for example Hansen et al., 2008; Imai et al., 1997, 2001, 2003; Monaco and Samara, 2007), whereas in the continuous problem, vessels can berth anywhere along the quay (see for
example Guan and Cheung, 2004; Imai et al., 2005; Kim and Moon, 2003; Moorthy and Teo, 2006; Park and Kim,
2003). In the static arrival problem all the vessels to be served are already in the port at the time scheduling begins
while in the dynamic arrival problem not all the vessels to be scheduled for berthing have arrived, though arrival
times are known in advance with certainty. We should note that almost all the research published considers the latter case. Finally, in the static handling time problem, vessel handling time is considered as an input (see for example
Hansen et al., 2008; Imai et al., 2003), while in the dynamic handling time problem, vessel handling time is a variable; usually a function of the quay cranes that will operate on the vessel and the distance of the vessels’ berthing
position from a location in the yard (see for example Imai et al., 2008b; Park and Kim, 2003). Technical restrictions
such as berthing draft, inter-vessel and end-berth clearance distance are further assumptions that have been adopted
by researchers in some of the models, bringing the problem formulation closer to real world conditions. The formulation presented in this paper deals with the discrete berthing space and dynamic vessel arrival time berth allocation
problem (DDBAP).
Several papers have appeared in the literature dealing with the BAP. The majority of these papers dealt with the case of
the discrete berthing space where the BAP formulations were usually based on the unrelated parallel machine-scheduling

